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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

Ruwac USA Introduces: RB331PRO / The Beast 

Holyoke, MA – Ruwac USA is one of America’s most innovative 
designers and manufacturers of technologically advanced, superior 
quality industrial vacuum systems for virtually all industrial 
applications, including, but not limited to: building maintenance, 
manufacturing processes, explosion proof safety, fume extraction, 
dust removal, machine tools, and more.  

We have industry-leading filtration systems with innovative design and reliability. Ruwac equipment is 
suitable for various applications, including protecting workspaces from combustible dust, general 
housekeeping, and point of source extraction.  

The RB331PRO “The Beast” offers the highest performance 110V powered vacuum has to offer while 
only requiring a 15-amp circuit. This vacuum includes all the features, benefits, and guarantees that 
Ruwac USA has become known for.  

Complete with 330 CFM, the RB331PRO Direct Bag by Ruwac USA has everything you need for small, 
medium, and large surface preparation applications. As part of Ruwac’s direct bagging Pro Series, this 
vacuum features a bagged collection system for dust-free collection. Ensure your employees never 
encounter hazardous dust again with Ruwac’s RB331PRO Direct Bag. 

Equipped with Ruwac’s industry leading MicroClean Primary 
Filtration, Secondary HEPA MAXX Filtration, and an 
external mechanical filter cleaning mechanism, the 
RB331PRO Direct Bag is OSHA Compliant right off the 
skid!  

Additional Features & Benefits: 

• Bagged collection system allows for dust-free 
maintenance 

• Zero contact with contaminants 
• Fully grounded to protect against static build-up 
• Durable compression cast “bulletproof” composite 

housing – will never dent or rust  
• Ruwac Continuous Bagging System 

These units are in stock and ready to ship. Contact your 
local Ruwac representative or distributor to learn more, get a 
quote, or schedule a demonstration. 

For more information on Ruwac’s product lines, visit www.ruwac.com.  
You can also contact Ruwac by telephone at (413) 532-4030 or via e-mail, info@ruwac.com. 

https://www.ruwac.com/products/red-line-direct-bagging-331-pro/
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